Safety Notes

Item no. 74041 represents protection in addition to that of the transformer. Short circuits are safety risks and must therefore be corrected immediately. After you are through operating the layout, it should be unplugged or separated completely from your household current.

- Use this interference suppression set only with an operating system that is designed for it (Märklin AC, Märklin Delta, Märklin Digital, or Märklin Systems).
- Pay close attention to the safety warnings in the instructions for your operating system.
- **WARNING!** Sharp edges and points required for operation.
- This **FCC feeder wire set** is not a toy. This FCC feeder wire set is not for children under 15 years of age.

Important Notes

The operating instructions are an essential part of the product and must therefore be kept in a safe place as well as included with the product, if the latter is given to someone else.

The warranty card included with this product specifies the warranty conditions.

This FCC connection set may **only be used in the USA**.

Using the Product as Intended

This FCC connection set must be used with all Märklin locomotive controllers or Märklin transformers.

This FCC connection set is to be installed between the locomotive controller or transformer and the track connection.

Sample connection:
**FCC Feeder Wire Set:** This feeder wire set is to be used only to make connections to your Märklin H0 model railroad!

Input **AC/DC**
16 - 22 Volts
max. 2 Amps

---

Connections on the underside of the track